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Predictions  
We  hypothesised  categories  of  size  of  graspable  objects  (adapted  from 

Goldin-Meadow et al. 2007) 

Low correlation within category 

         categorical encoding 

High correlation within category 

         gradient encoding 

Study 2: Results 
Item viewed and described (x) by producers vs. item chosen by judges (y)  

HHS – object correlation within vs. across cat. a) flat  & b) cylindrical obj. 

  Across continua high correlation between items described by the 

producers vs. items chosen by the judges overall for all 3 groups 
  Within hypothesised categories of graspable object sizes deaf & hearing 
judges (co-speech) were at chance matching objects with handshapes for 

both object continua  categorical encoding of size 
  For hearing (panto) high correlation within cat.  analogue encoding 

Conclusion 

  HHS comprise a more conventionalised, gestural system shared by both 

deaf signers & hearing gesturers (co-speech)  – more evidence needed to 
show whether these categories are linguistic for signers 

  If speech is suppressed, hearing gesturers (pantomime) are more 
attuned to fine changes in object / HHS size and show analogue encoding 

  Qualitative differences   

HHS articulation between deaf  

signers (DS) & hearing 
 gesturers (co-speech) (HC): 

HHS examples 

HS Discrimination – same or different? 

* F (2, 54) = 25.4, p < 0.001 * F (2, 54) = 20.4, p < 0.001  

* F (1,31)=19.3, p<.001  * F (1,31)=5.6, p<.05 

HS production HS judgment 

% %
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Handling HS  

Entity HS 

Size diameter 

(mm) (items) 

Example 

HHS 

elicited 

Fingers-

thumb 

distance 

(in) 

Cat. size 

(arbitrary 

label) 

30 (1) 

 

0 Touch (T) 

40-70 (2-5) 

 

<0-3 Small (S) 

80-110 (6-9) 

 

>3 Large (L) 

 

 

Category 
status 

Deaf 
signers 

Hearing 
co-speech 

Hearing 
panto 

Flat, square 
objects 

within cat. (S) .74 (.47) .85 (.35) .99 (.03*) 
across cat. .91 (.01*) .96 (.00*) .93 (.00*) 

Cylindrical 
objects 

within cat. (S) .15 (.85) -.18 (.82) .99 (.01*) 
across cat. .83 (.01*) .77 (.03*) .86 (.02*) 

Table: Cylindrical obj. categories 

Observed HHS 
features 

DS HC 

Lax - + 

Crisp/well formed + - 

Fingers spread - + 

Selected fingers - + 


